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22. The coach that refuses to deal with change is like being on a treach-nilL The
treadmill always wins.

23. Th� "tight rope" that all coaches walk today is their ability to adjust their
coaching style to better meet the needs of their players in changing society,
without sacrificing principles.

24. Never sacrifice principles for victories
25. There are four ways to do anything: 1) any old way to get it done, 2) the wrong

way, 3) almost the right way, 4) exactly the right way. A commitment to the
discipline and the attention to details necessary to do a ibing exactly right vs.
almost right, is in the most cases the difference between success and failure.

26. As a coach, everyone is behind you 100%-win or tie, and a coach is only as good
as his last victory.

27. Keep your friends close and your enemies closer. Every year that goes by, a
coach picks up a few more enemies.

23. As a coach/leader, the harder one works to help.everyone accomplish what they
want, the quicker a coach/leader can accomplish what he wants.

29. Defense wins championships. ·,
30. In any one season a specific incident/situation can define the success or failure of

that season.
31. Nothing is a good as it seems, nothing is as bad as it seems, but somewhere in-

between reality falls.
32. A great deal can be accomplished when no one cares who gets the credit.
33. Basketball may be becoming the most over-coached and under taught sport there

lS. 

34. There are reasons and then there are real reasons. Beware of the bidden agenda.
35. Some of the biggest failures in life are those that can's handle success.
36. When a person says "it's not about the money", it's about the money.
37. Never assume anything. (Dissect the work (ass/u/me).
38. You can't make everyone happy. The right decision is not always popular, and

just because the decision is popular does not mean it is right.
39. Coaches should avoilmaking negative comments about their teams, --"We can't

shoot, defend, rebound, handle the ball etc." .. The bottom line "quit bitching"
about the players and teach them:'

40. Surround yourself with good assistants. A successful varsity coach can't do it by
himself.

41. Players and Coaches all need to llllderstand that as the years go by very few
people will remember how many games you won or lost, but they will remember
if you were a good person or not.

42. It talces a very special woman to be a coach's wife.
�-3. A talented player may gain recognition for a spectacular play, but fundamentally

spectacular play within the team concept wins championships. 
· 44. More often than not individual recognition comes about as the result of team

success. 
45. Motion offense was an outstanding offense before the shot clock. Against the

shot clock and a good defensive team, in many cases the motion offense forces
the worst shooter to have to take the shot before the time expires. Think about it.
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